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The Ancient Quarrel Between Philosophy and PoetryCambridge University Press, 2011

	From its beginnings, philosophy's language, concepts, and imaginative growth have been heavily influenced by poetry and poets. Drawing on the work of a wide range of thinkers throughout the history of western philosophy, Raymond Barfield explores the pervasiveness of poetry's impact on philosophy and, conversely, how philosophy has...
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Nutrition and Heart Disease: Causation and PreventionCRC Press, 2003

	Heart disease is the primary cause of death and disability in Western countries. Research indicates that nutrition and diet play key roles in both preventing and causing many types of heart damage and dysfunction. By understanding the complex relationship between diet and disease, new prevention measures can be established and millions of...
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Contemporary MarketingSouth-Western College, 2007

	 


	Products often begin their lives as something extraordinary, and as they grow they continue to


	evolve. The most successful products in the marketplace are those that know their strengths and have


	branded and marketed those strengths to form a passionate emotional connection with loyal...
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Living with Coronary DiseaseSpringer, 2007

	With coronary heart disease one of the biggest killers in the Western world, this book will help people of all ages understand what coronary heart disease is and what can be done to prevent it, or at least, delay it for as long as possible. Highly accessible, and written by two experienced heart doctors, the text is designed to help dispel...
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Geographically Weighted Regression: The Analysis of Spatially Varying RelationshipsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Geographical Weighted Regression (GWR) is a new local modelling technique for analysing spatial analysis. This technique allows local as opposed to global models of relationships to be measured and mapped. This is the first and only book on this technique, offering comprehensive coverage on this new 'hot' topic in spatial...
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Thinking Fluid Dynamics With Dolphins (Stand Alone)IOS Press, 2002
This small volume is the English edition of a Japanese book   entitled "Learning fluid dynamics from dolphins". The title is derived from   the fact that "Dolphins swim too fast to be explained scientifically". The   first person to clearly describe this phenomenon was the English biologist   Sir James Gray (J.Gray, 1936), and...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures, Vol. 1: North AmericaMacmillan Technical, 1991
This volume covers the cultures of Canada, Greenland (Kalaallit Nunaat), and the United States of America. Greenland, although administratively linked to Denmark, is included here because its native inhabitants, the Inuit, are related culturally to the Inuit of Canada. For the same reason, the cultures of Hawaii are covered in the Oceania volume,...
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Ocean Modelling for Beginners: Using Open-Source SoftwareSpringer, 2009
The book gives an introduction to computer-based modelling of oceanic processes. It is the first of its kind and contains over twenty practical exercises, using freely available Open-Source software, and covers a wide range of topics from long surface waves, geostrophic flows, through to the general wind-driven circulation including western...
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America and Iran: A History, 1720 to the PresentKnopf, 2021

	An important, urgently needed book--a hugely ambitious, illuminating portrait of the two-centuries-long entwined histories of Iran and America, and the first book to examine, in all its aspects, the rich and fraught relations between these two powers--once allies, now adversaries. By an admired historian and the author of Untapped:...
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Data Management and Reporting Made Easy with SAS Learning Edition 2.0SAS Institute, 2006
           Alex Dmitrienko Business Intelligence SAS Users Group
 This book provides a detailed, useful overview with several excellent examples to engage the reader and grasp more complex concepts. 

       Now it's easy to manage data and create reports without writing any SAS code using SAS...
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Take Charge of Your Workers' Compensation Claim: An A to Z Guide for Injured Employees in CaliforniaNolo, 2003
           Orange County Register
   A great hands-on guide for dealing with workers’ compensation cases.     

       From industrial injuries to Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, more than a million Californians a year suffer job-related injuries or illness. For many, receiving compensation can be...
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The Treatment of Modern Western Diseases With Chinese Medicine: A Textbook & Clinical Manual: A Textbook and Clinical ManualBlue Poppy, 2005

	The book covers acupuncture and Chinese herbal treatment of more than 65 modern Western diseases, many of which have never been discussed in the Chinese medical literature. A partial listing of some of the diseases covered include: allergic rhinitis; amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; Alzheimers disease; benign prostatic hypertrophy; bronchial...
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